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From the Presidency
Welcome.
On behalf of the U3A Brimbank Committee, I would like to welcome all of you back for the
2022 year; I would also like to welcome all our new members and Tutors who have recently
joined. The last two years have been difficult for everyone, so let's hope this year runs more
smoothly.
COVID- 19 update.
Please note that some restrictions have recently been eased, and from Friday the 25th of February at
midnight, masks will not be mandatory inside, except for public transport, hospitals, and primary
schools. It is up to the personal responsibility of each member to wear them or not. Thank you for
providing your COVID-19 vaccination documents for our monitors to confirm, this has ensured that
most classes can now be held face to face. I hope you have had a chance to read our U3A COVID-19
policy which was sent to you as an attachment a couple of weeks ago, it is important that everyone
knows what is expected of them, enabling everyone to stay safe and for our classes to be kept running.
We also ask that you wear your name tags in case of an emergency.

Know your U3A.
Soon Silvia Weisz will be holding a one-off session called "Know your U3A" outlining how
U3A Brimbank is run and how we can grow our U3A into the future, I am sure it will be a
great session, so we hope to see you there. This is the lead up to our Annual General Meeting
to be held in April.
Can you help?
Last year we held a survey asking you what classes you would like to see in 2022, and a couple
of your responses were; a short course on putting together a photo book and providing basic
Italian and French language classes. For the committee to do this we need your help, so if you
or anyone you know feels they could help out, we would love to hear from you and/or them.
Remember we are all volunteers, so you don't need to be an expert; you just need to have an
interest in the subject and be willing to share this with other like-minded people.
A new class in Term 3.
One of our new members who has recently completed her Law Degree, has kindly offered to
run a class on matters of law such as wills etc. We hope to start this class in the second half of
the year. As you can see the options for new classes depend on our membership's interests and
strengths.
Armchair Travel.
Our U3A Armchair travel class will not be held in March as advertised; however, Ferdi and I
will be presenting our holiday snaps from our trip to South Australia in 2021 on Wednesday
6th April at Kororoit Creek Neighbourhood House, 61A Selwyn Street Albion, 3020. Please
check the website for more details.
Enjoy reading all the interesting news that Tomas has arranged for you.
Karin Saliba
Co-President*
* Editor’s note: Karin shares the presidency with Glenda Kueng

*******
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U3A Brimbank News

Circle Dancing

Last Chance for Free
Enrolments at Other U3As
By Neil Head
Last year Brimbank Council
provided U3A Brimbank with a
COVID-recovery
grant,
which
includes financial assistance for our
members who wish to participate in a
U3A class, but which is not offered
locally.

Accordingly, we have a (limited)
supply of funds to assist any of our
members who wish to enrol as an
Associate Member at any of the other
100 U3As in Victoria, for the purpose
of undertaking a class that is not
offered locally.
For example, U3A Melbourne offers
a vast array of courses and classes
that we do not have available here in
Brimbank.

This course has vacancies. Why
don’t you give it a try?
Circle Dance is a style of social dance
done mainly in the formation of a
circle. Explore and experience rich
and diverse music and dance from
cultures all around the world and
modern dances using classical or
contemporary music and song.
Dances can be energetic and lively or
gentle and reflective or anything in
between.
This activity, tutored by Donna
Crusiz, is held every Thursday,
between 1.00 pm and 3.00 pm at
Banchory Community Centre,
Banchory Avenue, Hillside.

Annual General Meeting

This outstanding offer must end by
March/April, in order to enable our
Grant Acquittal back to Brimbank
CC by June.
Please advise the Committee if you
wish to participate, and a reimbursement, in whole or in part, will
be arranged, for the fees for the
Associate Membership of the partner
U3A that you select."

As usual, our AGM will be held early
in the second term.
Closer to the date you will be notified
of the date, time, and venue.
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We are looking for tutors

Have you thought about…?

In the members survey conducted last
year, an interest in some courses was
identified. For instance, some people
were interested in a short course (6
weeks) on how to put together a
Photo Book. If you know how to do
it or know someone who does, let us
know.

…joining any of the following
classes: Craft, Armchair Travel and
Australian History? They have
several vacancies.

We would also like to offer again
French and Italian classes. Again, if
you feel that you can do it or know
someone who does, let us know.

Other areas mentioned in the survey
were Ballroom Dancing, Cake
Decorating, Jewellery Making,
Knitting,
Meditation,
Music,
Patchwork Quilting and Writing
Short Stories. If you have some
knowledge in any of the above or any
other area that you would like to
share with our members, or know
someone who does, the committee of
management would be very happy to
hear from you.

In the Craft Class you can share your
craft skills and learn new ones with a
friendly group. It is held at the
Westvale Community Centre, 45
Kings Road, St Albans every
Wednesday from 1 PM to 3 PM.
Armchair Travel is a monthly activity
where our members can share their
photos and memories of their trips
with other members in a relaxed and
friendly setting. The venue is
Kororoit Creek Neighbourhood
House, 61A Selwyn Street, Albion.
On Wednesdays, from 10:00 AM to
12:00 PM. The next one is on the 6th
of April.
You can also enjoy researching our
Australian history and let others learn
what you have discovered and share
your thoughts on the topic. The
Australian History group meets on
the third Friday of each month from
10:00 AM to 12:00 PM at Kororoit
Creek Neighbourhood House, 61A
Selwyn Street, Albion.
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Absences

Vaccination Certificates

It is very important to let your tutor
know in advance that you are not able
to attend a class.

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, it is
required that all people attending face
to face classes and activities be
double vaccinated.

If you ring the office number, the
tutor might not get the message in
time. You can do it through our
website very easily; just follow the
below steps.
1. Log in with your member No and
password.
2. Your personal information will
appear in a new page. On the panel
on the left-hand side of the page
click on “My Absences”.
3. When the new page opens, choose
the class or classes you are going
to miss.
4. You can select “Holiday” or
“Illness” if you want to report the
reason for your absence, otherwise
leave it as “Other”.
5. Choose start day and finish date of
your absence by clicking on the
corresponding calendars.
6. Click on submit and logout. Your
tutor(s) will receive an automatic
notification by email.

The first time you attend a face-toface class you will be asked to show
your
vaccination
certificate.
Remember to have it with you to do
so.

Name Tags

They are important because they
contain your emergency contact
details. We hope that we never have
to use them but imagine a situation
when someone falls ill during a class
or activity, and nobody knows whom
to contact.
Please, wear them all the time when
attending U3A activities.
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Too Old to Learn?
By Michael Sammut

and less mistakes) we now do things
automatically. Without thinking.
This is NORMAL.

Are you too old?

What does “complicated” mean?

NO. We are not too old. We are just
OLDER! I have started my
computer/iPhone/iPad class as I am
typing this article. As usual I start by
saying this to my class. The attitude
we have has a lot to do with how we
approach
learning
new
and
seemingly complicated skills.

People new to computer or phone
technology sometimes say that these
devices are complicated. Actually,
the device’s brain is very simple. It
only knows two numbers. 0 and 1.
That’s it.

If I say to myself “I am too old to
learn” and really believe it, then I will
not even put any effort in trying,
because I am convinced it is true. I
should say “I may be able to learn this
so I will try my best and see what
happens. Also, whenever we try to
learn something we have never done
before or know very little about we
WILL MAKE MISTAKES. I know
very few people who can learn a new
skill after being shown once. It takes
time to learn a new skill and will not
get things correct at the beginning.

Maybe it’s because our mobile phone
or computer can do so many things
and there are so many options and
settings, and you swipe up for this
and to the left for that and…… I like
to
break
down
seemingly
complicated devices into small
sections. These devices are simply
many small sections that work
together to let you do many things on
the one device.
Are todays phones complicated?

Mistakes are part of learning.
When we make a mistake or things
do not go the way we want them to, it
is not because we are Old or stupid or
not as smart as others. It is simply
what happens the first time you try
something new and foreign to you. If
we all remember back to when we
first got into a car to learn to drive we
should remember making mistakes
and being told off for not doing this
and not seeing that car to our left or
crunching the gears….. But after
many years of driving (making less

Yes. Why? In the past, say 40 years
ago, phones could only do one thing.
Today’s phones are not really
phones. Making calls is a fraction of
what they are mainly used for. The
first mobile phones were called
“Bricks”. They weighed about the
6

same as a house brick. Had a carry
strap and could only make phone
calls. They were so expensive, only
companies and rich people had them.
Enter today’s mobile phone or watch.
You can check your email, make
appointments, it is a stopwatch,
timer, personal secretary reminding
you about appointments. It is a
shopping list that tells you which
aisle your groceries are in. It is a Map
that speaks directions to you. You
can send pictures to people, and you
can see and hear during a phone call.
And much, much more.
Because our phones do more, then it
becomes complicated in that there are
many more items for us to deal with.
Learn one App or feature at a time.
Treat each App or feature on your
phone as a separate part. Learn how
to use the internet browser on your
phone for example. Then see if you
can create favourites so that you can
quickly return to a favourite Web site
quickly.
Then learn how “Reminders” work.
Create practice reminders and then
learn how to delete them. Practice
doing this every day for a few
minutes. Start using it. Once
mastered, move on to another App.
Soon you will know how to use many
Apps on your phone. Then you can
see what else you need your phone to
do and possibly search for an App
that can do what you want. There are
Apps that will tell you exactly how
fast your car is going so you can

check the accuracy
speedometer.

of

your

A notebook cannot remind you if you
don’t look at it before an
appointment!
This is one failure of the old “Pen and
Paper” system of appointments. My
mobile has a notification feature
which makes a sound before an
appointment. Also, when I have
something cooking in the oven the
“Oven Timer” is useless if I am out
gardening or hanging up the washing
or called to a family emergency. If I
set a “Timer” on my phone which I
carry with me most of the time then
we will be reminded no matter where
we are.
Ask not what your device can do but
what I want my device to do.
Think of what you would like your
device to do then see if it can do it.
Google it. You may be surprised
what these devices can do.
It is simply a tool. It can provide
entertainment or assistance with
organising our chores. It is up to the
user to find out its useful features.
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Are You Exercising
Enough?

Inactivity adds to the reduction of
muscle strength.

By Marilyn Martyn
Learn Why Walking is One of the
Easiest Ways to Improve Your
Health and Fitness

Falls account for 30-40 per cent of
injuries that seniors suffer.

Walking is often overlooked as one
of the easiest ways to improve your
health and wellbeing. Best of all, it is
a simple and free way to build
stamina, burn excess calories and
maintain heart health.
A walking program will not involve
hours of daily walking.

Your legs balance and support your
body. You need to develop your leg
muscles for walking, climbing stairs
and standing up from a chair. Having
a good balance in your legs lowers
your risk of falling.
If you are 65 or older, you should aim
for at least 2.5 hours of relatively
brisk walking a week. Not all in one
session but averaged out to 30
minutes for at least five days each
week.
If you haven’t been walking
regularly, you can prepare your body
for daily walks.
Do a few exercises sitting in a chair.

Walking thirty minutes a day will
increase your
•
•
•
•

Cardiovascular fitness
Strengthen your bones
Reduce body fat
Boost muscle power
endurance

and

Regular walking may also reduce
your risk of developing
•
•
•
•

Heart disease
Type 2 diabetes
Osteoporosis
Some cancers

How much walking should seniors
do?
It is common for seniors to have
weak legs. We lose muscle mass as
we get older.

Try the following exercises.
•
•
•
•
•

Leg lifts
Rotating the waist
Arm stretches
Ankle rotations
Buttock clenches – clench
buttocks, hold for ten seconds
• Calf muscle toning – raise your
legs to the tips of your toes
Following are instructions for a few
strengthening exercises.
Regular
Exercises
Strengthening

for

Leg

Ankle Circles – a great warm-up
• You sit upright in a chair
• Your left foot is placed flat on
the floor
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• Lift the right knee in the air
• Draw a circle with your right
foot. Repeat 20 times.
• Do the same with your left foot.
Hip Flexing – targets your thighs
• Sit straight in a chair. Feet flat
on the floor.
• Inhale and slowly lift your left
knee into the air as high as you
can.
• Exhale and slowly lower back
down to the ground.
• Repeat ten times.
• Do the same with your right
knee.

• Repeat ten times.
Sitting to Standing – Builds hip
and leg strength
• Stand tall in front of the chair
• Have the back of your knees
touching the seat
• Inhale and slowly lean forward
and bend from your hips
toward the chair. Stop before
you sit down. Pause a little
• Exhale as you slowly raise
bringing yourself back to the
standing position.
• Repeat ten times.

Knee Extension – Be careful doing
this exercise if you have a knee
injury
• Sit straight in a chair. Your feet
are flat on the floor.
• Inhale and lift and slowly
straighten your left knee in
front of you.
• Carefully tilt your toes towards
you and pause
• Exhale as you return your left
foot to the ground.
• Repeat ten times.
• Do the same with your right
knee.
Calf Raising – Strengthening them
for balance and walking
• Stand behind a chair, holding
for balance.
• Straighten your back
• Inhale and slowly raise to your
tiptoes as high as comfortable
• Exhale and lower slowly until
your feet are flat on the floor.

Try to do these exercises each day.
You do not have to master them
before walking, but you need to know
your fitness levels. Do not ignore any
pain. Have your doctor check any
discomfort you feel.
Scientific studies back up the
benefits of low impact walking.
Walking also influences mental
health.
Regular walking has shown to
• Help with lessening depression
and fatigue
• Improving mood
• Lessening anxiety symptoms
• Improving memory
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Questions and Answers
1. Do I have to walk briskly?
Walking
briskly
improves
cardiovascular fitness and burns
more calories. You can alternate
speed walking and regular walking
during daily walks.
2. What is the best time of day for
seniors to exercise?
Anytime is better than no time. Early
morning is ideal.
3. What helps to prevent a fall?
Strong leg muscles developed
through exercise and walking.
4. Is a ten-minute daily walk
enough?
It is probably a good time for
beginners who can increase their
walking time as their fitness
improves
5. What are the benefits of a daily
walk?
Walking:
• Reduces Stress
• Maintains a healthy weight
• Lowers blood pressure
• Increases energy levels
• Improves sleep
• Strengthens bones and muscles
• Improves muscle endurance
It takes at least two months to
develop a habit (66 days, to be exact).
Implementing your walking program
will take time and discipline, but the
benefits are worth it.

Silvia Style Ensalada
Rusa*
By Silvia Tejedor
Ingredients
5 medium size potatoes
2 carrots
½ of a small bowl of frozen peas
4 hard boiled eggs
5 tablespoons of mayonnaise (Real
Whole Egg S&W)
4 tablespoons of olive oil
300g of raw prawn meat
6 cloves of garlic
Salt and adobo (mixed herbs) to taste
Preparation
1. Peel potatoes and carrots.
2. Cut potatoes and carrots to
small squares.
3. Boil potatoes, carrots and eggs
until potatoes are soft. Add salt
to taste.
4. Peel garlic.
5. Clean and cut raw prawn to
half their size.
6. When oil is warm, slightly
brown garlic and then pour
prawns. Add salt and adobo to
taste.
7. Remove from top once prawns
are slightly red.
8. Once potatoes and carrots are
dry, pour into a mixing bowl.
9. Peel boiled eggs, cut to small
squares and pour into mixing
bowl.
10. Pour cooked prawns with
garlic and oil into the mixing
bowl.
11. Cook in microwave oven the
frozen peas and pour into the
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mixing bowl. You can add
stuffed green olives if you
prefer, or instead of the peas.
12. Add mayonnaise until all is
mixed in the mixing bowl.
13. Place mixture in a flat and long
serving dish so that it is not too
thick, maximum 5cm deep.
14. Add a thin layer of mayonnaise
on top of the serving dish.
15. Decorate if you wish with long
thin strips of red capsicum,
stuffed green olives, lettuce
under the mixed ingredients.
16. I recommend that this dish is
prepared the day before.

* Editor’s note: Ensalada Rusa
literally means Russian Salad.

This time we have a general
knowledge one. Try to answer
without googling the questions. After
racking your brains trying to answer
them, you will find the correct ones
on page 13.

1. What island do lemurs come
from?
2. Who founded Facebook?
3. When Jack fell down, what did
he break?
4. What singer is the subject of
the movie "Walk the Line"?
5. What
was
the
Soviet
equivalent of the CIA?
6. What is the largest island in the
Caribbean Sea?
7. Who was the first woman to
win a Nobel Prize?
8. What is the largest species of
lizard?
9. What did the Normans
conquer in 1066?
10. What is the 2nd book of the
Bible?
11. What, according to a supposed
African proverb, does it take a
village to do?
12. What instrument did Ravi
Shankar play?
13. What is the Japanese word for
freshwater eel?
14. Who killed Achilles?
15. In what country would you be
most likely to find a polder?
16. What river borders Louisville,
Kentucky?
17. Who is He-Man's nemesis?
18. What city-state did Hannibal
fight for?
19. What movie coined the phrase
"there can be only one"?
20. In what language is the motto
of the English monarch
written?
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Free Smiles and Laughs
Winston Churchill loved paraprosdokians, figures of speech in which the latter
part of a sentence or phrase is…surprising or unexpected.
1. Where there's a will, I want to be in it.
2. The last thing I want to do is hurt you, but it's still on my list.
3. Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until you hear
them speak.
4. If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.
5. War does not determine who is right - only who is left.
6. Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit
salad.
7. They begin the evening news with 'Good Evening,' then proceed to tell you
why it isn't.
8. To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal from many is research.
9. I thought I wanted a career. Turns out, I just wanted pay checks.
10. In filling out an application, where it says, 'In case of emergency, notify:' I
put "DOCTOR."
11. I didn't say it was your fault, I said I was blaming you.
12. Women will never be equal to men until they can walk down the street...with
a bald head and a beer gut, and still think they are sexy.
13. Behind every successful man is his woman.
Behind the fall of a successful man is usually another woman.
14. A clear conscience is the sign of a fuzzy memory.
15. You do not need a parachute to skydive.
You only need a parachute to skydive twice.
16. Money can't buy happiness, but it sure makes misery easier to live with.
17. There's a fine line between cuddling and...
holding someone down so they can't get away.
18. I used to be indecisive. Now I'm not so sure.
12

19. You're never too old to learn something stupid.
20. To be sure of hitting the target, shoot first and call whatever you hit the target.
21. Nostalgia isn't what it used to be.
22. Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine.
23. Going to church doesn't make you a Christian any more
than standing in a garage makes you a car.
Finally:
24. I'm supposed to respect my elders, but now it’s getting
harder and harder for me to find one.
(Thanks to David Hinds for all the jokes)

Answers to quiz questions: 1) Madagascar 2) Mark Zuckerberg 3) His crown 4) Johnny Cash 5) KGB 6) Cuba
7) Marie Curie 8) Komodo dragon 9) England 10) Exodus 11) Raise a child 12) Sitar 13) Unagi 14) Paris 15)
Netherlands 16) Ohio River 17) Skeletor 18) Carthage
19) Highlander 20) French

Important dates
April 8
April 26
June 24
July 11
September 16
October 3
November 30

- Term 1/2022 ends.
- Term 2/2022 starts.
- Term 2/2022 ends.
- Term 3/2022 starts.
- Term 3/2022 ends.
- Term 4/2022 starts.
- Term 3/2022 ends.

***
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Editor’s note
Thanks to all members who sent contributions.
This newsletter is distributed by email and you can also find it in our website.
We welcome constructive criticism, suggestions and contributions for our next
issues. Remember that you can send them at any time to
silviatomas@netspace.net.au.
I hope to see you all soon. All the best and take care.
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